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Art On Loop Tokyo is a prestigious and immersive art exhibition organized by The Holy Art Gallery, set to take place

in the vibrant city of Tokyo. This unique event invites artists from around the globe to submit their creative works

across various mediums, including painting, photography, video art, installation, and more. The exhibition’s open

theme encourages a diverse array of artistic expressions, fostering an inclusive environment where creativity can

flourish without constraints. By offering a platform for digital art showcases on special projectors, Art On Loop

Tokyo ensures that each piece is presented in a visually captivating manner, enhancing the audience’s experience.

The Holy Art Gallery, known for its international presence with locations in London, New York, Paris, and Athens,

aims to bring this innovative exhibition to Tokyo to celebrate and elevate contemporary art. Artists of all

backgrounds and disciplines are encouraged to participate, making it a truly global event. The exhibition not only

serves as a showcase for artistic talent but also as a networking opportunity for artists to connect with curators,

collectors, and art enthusiasts from different parts of the world. The open call for entries reflects the gallery’s

commitment to discovering and promoting new talent, providing artists with an unparalleled opportunity to gain

international exposure.

Participants in Art On Loop Tokyo will benefit from extensive promotional activities, including optional personal

social media campaigns and features in the artist catalogue magazine, distributed in the gallery’s permanent and

pop-up locations. The event is designed to maximize visibility for participating artists, offering them the chance to

reach a broader audience. With the exhibition scheduled to run from February 10 to 12, 2025, artists and visitors

alike can look forward to an engaging and dynamic celebration of contemporary art in one of the world’s most

exciting cultural capitals.

Free to apply, but selection fees range from £180 to £320 depending on the number of artworks submitted.

Eligibility

Open to international artists.

https://graphiccompetitions.com/multiple-disciplines
https://graphiccompetitions.com/


Prize

Selected artists will have the opportunity to showcase their works digitally on special projectors in Tokyo. The

exhibition will be held from February 10 to 12, 2025. Artists can also opt for additional promotional services,

including social media campaigns and features in an artist catalogue magazine distributed in galleries and pop-up

shows across various cities.
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